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PRÓIS® HUNTING APPAREL’S NEW SHERPA VEST™ PROVIDES INCREDIBLE WARMTH AND 
VERSATILITY FOR THE SERIOUS FEMALE HUNTER 

Serious women hunters live for the hunt — and can be found in the coldest weather conditions even their prey  

find hard to bear.  That’s why Próis® Hunting Apparel is proud to announce its latest innovation in helping female 

hunters pursue their hunts harder, no matter the season or harsh weather they encounter, with the new Próis  
Sherpa Vest™. 

Like all pieces in the Próis line, the Próis Sherpa Vest is built with the serious female hunter in mind, providing a  

perfect fit for the female form, while utilizing the latest technology for ultimate performance when in the field. This 

versatile vest can be worn over a Próis Ultra Long or Short Sleeve shirt should the sun peek out during the day, or 
layered underneath any Próis jacket should you be stuck in a tree-stand for long chilly hours. 

The Próis Sherpa Vest is constructed with the highest quality plush sherpa fleece, so it can easily provide warmth  

and insulation when faced with that sub-zero chill.  And, should it become necessary to turn up the heat, scapular  

drop pockets are a perfect home for air-activated warmers — strategically placed across the shoulder blades to  

quickly warm the entire body.  The vest even comes complete with a large Heat Factory® Body Warmer that will  

easily provide wearers with more than 20 hours of generated heat, perfect for any long day scouting that prized  
trophy in the cold.   

This cozy vest has a spacious lumbar compartment to provide easy access for packing additional lightweight gear  
in the field.  Plus, its signature nylon tricot lining makes it perfect for layering and movement. 

The Próis Sherpa Vest comes in Realtree AP HD® and Advantage Max-1 HD® in sizes from XS through XL —  
so it’s a perfect fit for any hunt and any hunter.  Like all Próis gear, it’s proudly manufactured in the U.S.A. 

For more information about the Próis Sherpa Vest or any of Próis’ innovative line of serious, high performance  

hunting apparel, contact: Próis Hunting Apparel, 28001-B US Highway 50, Gunnison, CO 81230 · 
(970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.próishunting.com. 
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